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Introduction

This report is targeted at city authorities 
and other freight stakeholders who are 
interested in developing a set of actions 
that reduce the negative impacts of urban 
freight transport.
The report answers the central question ‘How 

thematic reports on urban freight transport and 

are provided for cities to implement in order to 
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Delivery on Avenue Louise, Brussels, Belgium.
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Executive summary

Freight TAILS
The Freight TAILS project 2015-18 has 
been discovering Tailored and Innovative 
Logistics Solutions (TAILS) for the 
successful management of freight.
Pro-active urban freight management can 

This report helps city authorities answer the 
 

 

 

1. Getting Started Tasks
Take an integrated approach: Integrating  

 

and addressing urban freight transport across 
a wide range of available cross-sectoral city 

Work with stakeholders: Identifying and 

 

Identify your local freight challenges: Use 

data to identify the challenges that urban freight 

Set your objectives and freight goals: Based 

objectives and freight goals to provide a clear 

Establish your plan, finance and resources: 

2. Planning Action Tasks
Define your freight actions: Develop a mixture 

Measure and monitor: Set a measurement 
 

to monitor progress towards achieving your 

Think about future freight: The future is here! 
Consider how your city will respond to rapidly 
changing technology that is changing urban 

Freight TAILS recommended city action table 

Further Information

actions are based on the experiences of the 

information please see here
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Executive summary
Freight TAILS recommended city actions

Time Freight TAILS recommended city action Partner planning Freight TAILS action Cost

 

 Introduce internal and external processes to consider freight and waste management  
when developing detailed plans and building permits

Promote re-timing of deliveries with businesses London

 

Incentivise cycle logistics for the last mile

Develop accreditation system for heavy goods vehicles with low noise and environmental impact Parma

Encourage collaborative logistics and collaborative procurement

Develop and introduce new road signage to provide clear guidance about delivery regulations

Suceava

Harmonise freight regulations across the territory

 
and produce guidelines for loading locations

Improve logistic infrastructure and freight management
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Freight TAILS
Pro-active urban freight management 
can shape almost every aspect of our 
cities, contributing to the air we breathe, 

productiveness of our urban lives 
businesses, quality of our surroundings, 
and liveability of our neighbourhoods. 

1 formed 
Freight TAILS2 to address the impact of their 

Local level

authorities and residents) were integral to the 
discussions on local issues and in examining 

Network level

 

to share their own experiences in freight 

• 

• 

• 

• 

The Freight TAILS added value
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Freight TAILS local meeting, Maastricht, The Netherlands.

Freight TAILS network meeting, La Rochelle, France.
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I want to manage freight 
transport more effectively in my 

city but where do I start, and what 
freight actions can I take?

First get started by 
sorting out the why, how  

and who; then plan actions  
and work out what you’re 

going to do.

Planning Action Tasks
Define your freight actions 

Measure and monitor 

Think about future freight 

How to manage urban freight transport more effectively

Getting Started Tasks
Take an integrated approach 

Work with stakeholders 

Identify your freight challenge 

Set your objectives and freight goals 

Establish your plan, finance and resources 
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Multi-use space signage in Umeå, Sweden

Municipality of Parma takes  
an integrated view of freight

 
The Integrated Action Plan for Urban Logistics in Parma is also 
closely aligned with Parma’s Smart City vision to accelerate the 

Managing freight transport more effectively

Take an integrated approach
Integrating urban freight transport means taking the 
economy, environment, society and local culture into 
account when making decisions.
Urban freight measures should achieve positive impacts such 

development of urban freight measures to ensure maximum 

Authorities should address urban freight transport across 
 

 

 about why it is important to integrate urban freight 
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Top tip:
Keep stakeholders informed of both progress and 
delays to encourage them to remain engaged. Engage 
with your biggest critics – if you can get them on board 
they will be a great advocate for your plans. Don’t forget 
to inform your colleagues.

W przypadku, gdy zauważą 

Państwo jakiekolwiek 

nadużycia, polegające na 

łamaniu wymienionych zasad, 

prosimy o kontakt  

ze Strażą Miejską

Nadużycie lub nieprzestrzeganie 

wymienionych zasad będzie 

egzekwowane przez Straż 

Miejską zgodnie z obowiązującymi 

przepisami.

tel. 986

straz_miejska@gdynia.pl

Czy Twoją codzienną  

zmorą jest znalezienie 

miejsca dla auta  

z zaopatrzeniem dla Twojej 

firmy, sklepu, restauracji?

Czy często musisz  

pilnować wolnej przestrzeni 

na ulicy, by Twój dostawca  

nie musiał stawać zbyt  

daleko?

Czy z powodu braku 

miejsca musisz 

transportować z auta 

ciężkie kartony  i palety?

Stakeholder involvement in Suceava

• 

• 

TAILS partners in order to identify ideas that could be 

• 

• 

This resulted in at least nine ideas for freight actions  

 

Work with stakeholders
There are a wide variety of 

Involving all these players in the 
design and development of urban 

and measures is important to 

and capacity to contribute are all 
important factors when planning 

outcome and the stage of planning 

Examples from Freight TAILS 

•  Parma co-designed survey 
questions with their local freight 

•  Gdynia discussed the positioning 
of new delivery locations with 

meetings and through paper 

• 

residents on their Freight Action 

Freight TAILS partners have 
found the development of multi-

 
 

Managing freight transport more effectively
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Identify your local freight challenges
Urban freight transport 
typically contributes to 
a number of challenges 
within the city including: 

quality resulting from vehicle 
emissions, road safety 
concerns, lack of parking for 
loading/unloading, lack of 
space for logistics & logistics 
sprawl, noise, and poor 
liveability.
Gathering data on urban freight 

•  help identify the challenges urban 

• 

• 

•  test assumptions
• 

There is a wide range of both 
quantitative and qualitative data 
that can be gathered under 

important to recognise that some 

freight challenges such as road 

they will need to gather additional 

used by Freight TAILS partner La 

Managing freight transport more effectively

Top tip:
Consider the quality and relevance of available and 
desired data, as this is more important than the amount 
of data collected. Think about your objectives and 
freight goals, and concentrate on what data is needed.
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Type Pros Cons
Reduce costs & 
improve responses

Face-to-Face Improves quality 
of data

Time consuming 

used additional 
resources to 
complete)

Input results directly 
online to save time data 
inputting

Questionnaire
more questions

Usually a very poor 
response rate

Use simple questions

Incentivise responses

Observational Provides 
information on 
what actually 

what respondents 

depending on 
how long survey is 
conducted

focus on highest priority 

Freight TAILS survey experiences

Undertaking surveys to gather data is a good way 
to demonstrate the baseline of freight activity in the 
local area. Several Freight TAILS partners undertook 

opposite.

• 

 

• 

Managing freight transport more effectively

Top tip:
Freight TAILS partner Parma conducted surveys  
using hand-held devices and answers were entered 
directly into Survey Monkey, saving time and money  
on data analysis.
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Gdynia’s first detailed city freight survey
 

 
to assess freight vehicles activity in a measurable way and  

 

observation of the delivery process at premises and detailed 

retailers participated in the survey across the three selected 

Business survey in Brussels

delivery situation and business needs more fully in the target 

international brands and small family-owned shops presented 

coming under the banner of a university helped to get 

This was the second stage of a broader survey targeting the 

Managing freight transport more effectively
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Deliveries in Umea, Sweden

La Rochelle defines freight plan goals

 Improve air quality and reduce the impact of urban freight 

 Design a coherent and well-accepted urban freight 
regulation 

 Propose performing and innovative logistics services to 
boost the economic dynamics of the territory

Set your objectives and freight goals
Establishing the ambitions of your freight activities 
by setting objectives and freight goals will provide 
a clear framework in which freight actions can be 
developed.
Objectives:

The objectives will be determined by the wider challenges 

Freight TAILS partners identify one or more of the following 

Managing freight transport more effectively

To improve air quality

To improve road safety

To maintain and improve cities’  
economic competitiveness

To reduce traffic congestion

To improve shared urban space
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Freight Goals:

 

•  Consolidate the number of road freight vehicles
•  Use land use planning to control future activity
• 

• 

• 

and other road users
• 

developing them together may generate a lot of discussion 

Objectives and local freight goals will be informed by 

Managing freight transport more effectively

Top tip:
Think about quantifying what success looks like,  
so you know when you have achieved it.
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National, 
Regional 
and city 

regulations

Existing 
transport plan 

or policies

Local freight 
challenges

Existing 
environment 
and land use 

policies

Stakeholders

Street, area 
or zone

Freight 
sectors 
(retail, 

HoReCa, 
waste, etc)

FREIGHT 
GOALS
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Top tip: Planning
Build in relevant key dates e.g. 
city elections, revisions to city 
strategy and policy documents, 
introduction of new regional, 
national or European legislation 
and regulation.

Top tip: Finance
Work with academics and 
industry (CSRF/Living Labs) 
to make your budget stretch 
further.

Top tip: Resources
When seeking to engage 
stakeholders talk to one to 
influence many and build 
partnerships for delivery.

Managing freight transport more effectively

Establish your plan, finance and resources
Planning

Detailed planning of your freight activities will help 

Finance

Given the type of city objectives that freight 
actions are typically designed to address 

a number of sources of funding that may be 
accessible to cities including European funding 

Many of these city objectives stem from freight 

and understanding how and why the industry 

Weighing up the amount of change required and 

committed to a solution and the amount of 
 

is imperative that the focus is on achieving the 

Resources

In order to develop and implement freight 

public and private sector can provide a great 
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Define your freight actions
There are a range of well documented4 ‘usual’ freight 
solutions that can be used to reduce the impact 
of urban freight transport including safe vehicles, 
electric vehicle charging points, consolidation 
centres, cargo bikes etc.
Each of the freight solutios can be categorised according 

 

freight industry is comparatively cheap but may only deliver 

more about 
more

Managing freight transport more effectively

Top tip:
Write in language for external stakeholders 
not your city authority!
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CRP’s Click. Collect. Clean Air. video

Road charging signage, Belgium
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Managing freight transport more effectively

Types of Freight Actions

Voluntary behaviour change Procurement Regulation & enforcement Infrastructure

Examples • 

• 

•  Facilitate pilots

• Media campaign

• Consolidate suppliers

• Consolidate orders

• Specify clean vehicles

• 

• 

timed delivery locations

•  Congestion charging

• New road

• EV recharging points

• 

• 

•  Physical access barriers 

Pros •  Simple

• 

•  Can be targeted at a particular 

•  Can achieve better levels 
of individual performance

•  Costs can be controlled as part 
of overall contract

• 

• 

to higher levels of commitment

•  Easy for politician

•  Sets one agreed ‘standard’ 
and ensure change occurs

•  Targeted at a particular 

•  Can achieve long lasting 
change

•  Small scale physical 
access controls can 
be cheap and easy to 
implement

Cons • 

or search 
for information

•  Pilots need a long-term 

for continued public funding

•  Limited impact in the 
short term

•  Small scale not ‘big bang’

•  Needs to be part of an integrated 

•  Can be slower to deliver

• 

•  Need engaged procurement 
colleagues who want to  
support change

• 

may have unintended 
consequences

•  Standard will be to 
the ‘lowest common 

and lawful

•  
to enforce

•  
to implement

•  Can be very costly

• 

changes out of date 
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Successful e-cargo bike pilot  
undertaken in Maastricht

follow one-way streets and routes with restricted vehicle 

 

CRP’s deliverBEST uses procurement to 
influence freight transport in London

Many actions recommend businesses use their purchasing 

and join neighbouring businesses in group ‘preferred supplier 

Access to businesses to explain and promote the actions 

data on current suppliers and deliveries and clear impact 

Managing freight transport more effectively
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Deliveries in historic city centre, Split

Urban freight indicators developed  
by Umeå

can be measured and baselined through existing methods and 

 Number of delivery vehicles in selected streets compared 
to residential population

vehicles

Measure and monitor
Measure the impact of your 
actions to demonstrate the 

management. 

Several Freight TAILS cities have 

re-survey to understand the impact 

have developed sets of indicators 

In order to quantify the proposed 

active freight management has 

reduced and cost savings 
associated with actions proposed 

Assess indicators achieved and 

prioritise actions to ensure success 

Managing freight transport more effectively

Top tips:
Select indicators within your control, that are cheap to measure, 
that will demonstrate progress towards achieving your freight 
goals. Understand the difference between perception and reality. 
Use indicators already being collected.
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Indicators and Data Sources to Measure and Monitor Achieving Freight Goals

Freight Goal Indicator Data source Outcome / Benefit

Encourage ‘clean’ vehicles Number of clean vehicles used by target 
air quality

awareness of urban freight with 

Improved liveability in city

Number of deliveries using consolidation centre 

liveability in city

Improve safety of urban freight 
transport Satisfaction of vulnerable road users

Improved liveability in city

transport compliance of regulations
Data from organisation enforcing 

liveability in city

Managing freight transport more effectively
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Demonstration of Libner Truck in La Rochelle

Tallinn demonstrates delivery robots and 
autonomous vehicles

the future to understand how innovative solutions can be 

for technology in reducing the impacts of future freight 

Think about future freight
Technology is part of all our daily 

•  trials have proved drones cost 

suburban areas for UPS and DHL

•  delivery robots have proved 

are able to navigate without having 
to constantly stop for pedestrians 

• 

of using autonomous vehicles for 
deliveries and servicing include 

technology and contested road 

at the moment humans still need 

and interaction with these new 

and our regulations and behaviours 

Cities need to plan for the movement 
of both people and goods together 
and consider appropriate regulations 
for connected and autonomous 

air quality and safety and reducing 

freight’ will continue meaning more 
and more small parcels will need 
to be delivered in a multitude of 

We will therefore need to harness 

Managing freight transport more effectively
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Freight TAILS recommended city actions

Time Freight TAILS recommended city action Partner planning Freight TAILS action Cost

 

 Introduce internal and external processes to consider freight and waste management  
when developing detailed plans and building permits

Promote re-timing of deliveries with businesses London

 

Incentivise cycle logistics for the last mile

Develop accreditation system for heavy goods vehicles with low noise and environmental impact Parma

Encourage collaborative logistics and collaborative procurement

Develop and introduce new road signage to provide clear guidance about delivery regulations

Suceava

Harmonise freight regulations across the territory

 
and produce guidelines for loading locations

Improve logistic infrastructure and freight management
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Freight TAILS testimonials

Freight TAILS was a very 
good opportunity for transfer 
of best practice solution and 

 

possibility to identify several measures 
for sustainable freight distribution  

in the city

Deputy Mayor, Suceava

It’s nice that now 
we’re using the e-cargo 

because the van contributes to 

Maastricht business owner

Freight TAILS was very 
useful and has really helped 

me to be able to articulate both 
the problems presented by Micro 

Consolidation as well as some 

London local authority 

delivery already when purchasing 

responsibility for these issues and 

Private sector business 
member, Umeå ULG

The Freight TAILS 
topics have been very 

helpful in shaping our freight 

London business association 
representative

Freight Tails gave us new 
methods and approaches 

within an area in which we don´t 

Freight TAILS partner
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Appendices
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of Lisbon) 

 
 

Glossary
CAV: connected and autonomous vehicles

CRP:
sector regeneration partnership operating in 

DHL: multinational logistics company

E-cargo bike: 

ERDF: 

ESF: European Social Fund

EV: electric vehicle

FRETURB
simulation of urban freight transport for public and 

GNSS: Global Navigation Satellite System

HoReCa:

IAP: 
Freight TAILS cities developed an Integrated 
Action Plan with a freight focus

Survey Monkey: a free online survey tool

UCC: urban consolidation centre

ULG:
group that formed in each of the 10 Freight TAILS 

UPS:
and a provider of supply chain management 
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Freight TAILS links

Freight TAILS Case Studies
Freight TAILS partners each developed case 
studies focussed on useful and interesting urban 

studies are available here

Freight TAILS Partner Integrated 
Action Plans
Freight TAILS partners each wrote an Integrated 
Action Plan focussed on managing urban freight 

English summaries available here

Freight TAILS Themes
 

These themes were chosen to be applicable 

The Freight TAILS experiences relating to each 
theme is available in a series of ‘Focus on Urban 

 Focus on Urban Freight Transport and 

 Focus on Urban Freight Transport and Data

 Focus on Urban Freight Transport and integration

 Focus on Urban Freight Transport and Voluntary 
Behaviour Change

 Focus on Urban Freight Transport and 
Procurement
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La Sajette cargo-bike, Parma, Italy
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